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for 2 violins, viola, double bass, saxophone, 2 percussionists and prepared piano

ICONICA IV (2010)
for string trio, flute, clarinet, prepared piano and electronics
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DUE NUDI (2013)
for solo viola
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HOX ON BECKETT (2003)
for violin, viola, oboe, bass clarinet
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TRE NUDI (2006)
for solo piano
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ALMOST QUIVER FOR E.P. (2011)
for flute, oboe, clarinet, string trio, percussion, piano
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LUDICA III (2012)
for string trio, flute, piano and 3 groups of kids
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The figural poetic of Marco Momi seems to unfold around three main junctures: transmuting the private space from which the voice necessarily
departs; believing in a form of subjectivity only as a horizon to be reconstructed; coordinating a grace of movement capable of accepting the gaps
that consume it. It therefore comes as no surprise that this dramaturgy of subjectivity manages to link the two extremes of the existential condition: on the
one hand, the morphogenetic sequence of the individual’s anatomical development (hox genes), and on the other, a writing pushed to the limits of its
residual identitarian substance (like the poetic voice of Beckett).
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